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Abstract: If de-colonization and American independence were justified, then it must be that there are 

certain cases in which secessionist groups have a valid claim to territory. The present paper is a novel 

attempt at devising a theoretical framework that can successfully make sense of these. Building on Primary 

Right Theories (Ascriptivist and Plebiscitary) as well as Just Cause Theories (Two-Conditions and Less-

Limited), I find their main lacunae to be twofold: an excessively minimal consideration of distributive justice 

issues in secession cases, and a systemic vulnerability in theory to the threat of secession on economic 

grounds. To begin filling these gaps in the literature, I propose an original theory on the broader principle 

of self-determination that goes beyond the secessionist context, grounding my views in a liberal theory of 

territorial jurisdiction and group rights. What emerges is a nuanced account that can better grapple with 

the complex and controversial cases of secession that exist in the world today. 
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1. Introduction  
Few would dispute the claim that the American War of Independence against the British Empire was 

necessary or at least morally justified. Feeling that Britain’s mercantilist policies were systematically 

working to their disadvantage, and lacking representation in the British Parliament as a mechanism to 

resolve this, the American Colonists fought long and hard to gain territorial jurisdiction over a large part 

of the North American land previously owned by the Empire. In spite of its name, then, the American 

‘Revolution’ was in fact a case of secession, the most extreme form of self-determination. 

 The decolonization movement of the later twentieth century drew on these same two principles of 

self-determination and secession. If decolonization and American independence were justified, then, there 

are certain cases in which secessionist groups have a valid claim to territory, and it is possible to devise a 

theoretical framework that can make sense of these. What follows is an attempt to flesh out such a 

framework that sheds light on not just secession but also the broader principle of self-determination.  

2. A Fourfold Typology of Existing Theories 
Emerging in the 1990s and largely pioneered by Allen Buchanan's works on secession, the literature on the 

principle of self-determination has since grown considerably and is focused almost exclusively on the issue 

of self-determination qua secession. It is worth highlighting that secession involves taking a sizeable part 

out from the territory rightfully claimed by an existing state. As such, rival theories of self-determination 

qua secession should be understood as providing alternative accounts of what it takes for a group to come 

to have a claim to territory that is currently under the rightful legal possession of a state.  

What, then, do these rival theories of rights to secession say? Broadly speaking, the overwhelming 

majority of works can be classified into one of two categories, namely: (1) Primary Right Theories, or (2) 
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Just Cause Theories.1 What distinguishes the two typologies is whether or not they see groups as having a 

unilateral2 right to secede when they have not been subject to any injustice. As the terminology suggests, 

Primary Right theorists answer affirmatively to this question – they view the right to secede as a group 

right in and of itself that can be exercised whenever necessary as long as some rather basic conditions are 

satisfied (e.g. Margalit and Raz 1990; Miller 1995; 1997).  

Just Cause theorists disagree with the picture just outlined, however. These accounts instead make 

the unilateral right to secede derivative upon the violation of other, more basic rights, stipulating that the 

former is only available when there exists a serious and persistence grievance of injustice that needs to be 

remedied (e.g. Buchanan 1991; 1995; 2004; Christiano 2006). It follows that the right to unilateral secession 

is remedial according to this second interpretation and is in this way analogous to the right of revolution – 

its possession is conditional upon violations of other rights (Buchanan 2017). The purpose of the remainder 

of this section is thus to unpack the two types of theories, each of which are further divisible into two 

subcategories – some formally recognized, others proposed for the sole purposes of this paper – summarized 

in Figure 1.  

 

 

 

 

                                            

 

1 I use the term Just Cause Theories as opposed to Remedial or Remedial Right Only so as to avoid confusion with 
Buchanan’s specific view, since I am currently referring to the broader family of theories that includes those of Stilz 
(2015); Birch (1983); Norman (1998); and others.  
2 That is, one that is not sanctioned either by the government or by the constitution.  
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Figure 1: Theories of Self-Determination 

 

 

2.1 Primary Right Theories 

Within the first category, Primary Right Theories, the literature clearly distinguishes between two further 

types of accounts: Ascriptivist Theories, such as those of Margalit and Raz (1990); and Miller (1995; 1997), 

and Plebiscitary Theories, including those by Altman and Wellman (2008); Philpott (1995); and Wellman 

(2005).  

2.1.1 Ascriptivist Theories  

Ascriptivist Theories make claims about national communities, defined in terms of culture as opposed to 

political status or ethnic relation. Members of a nation are argued to share an encompassing culture, 

including a shared language, history, traditions and practices (Kymlicka 1995, 76; Margalit and Raz 1990, 

448; Miller 1995, 25; Nielsen 1998, 110).  

Members of a nation typically identify themselves as such and value their cultural heritage. 

According to Miller (1997), national attachments that people feel have intrinsic ethical significance and are 

also instrumentally valuable as a means to realizing other goods. Because of this importance of national 

identity and national membership to individuals, proponents of the Ascriptivist view claim that nations as 
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such have a right to self-determination, including the right to secession and formation of their own 

independent state (Mill 1972).  

To defend this nationalist perspective, Ascriptivists employ a variety of arguments, which Miller 

(1997) classifies along two major lines of reasoning. The first of these argues that nations need states 

(Margalit and Raz 1990), either (a) in order to be able to protect themselves from destruction, or (b) in 

order for co-nationals to have institutional resources required for the fulfillment of special, mutually owed 

obligations (Miller 1997). The second one claims that states need to be mono-national, either because 

democracy can only flourish in mono-national states, since multi-national states lack the elements and values 

that democracy requires (Mill 1972); or because distributive justice requires redistribution of wealth, and 

citizens will only willingly share wealth with those they see as co-nationals, so distributive justice requires 

mono-national states (Miller 1995; 1997). 

2.1.2 Plebiscitary Theories  

As alluded to above, Plebiscitary Theories don’t see the right to secede as a purely remedial one, but instead 

conceive of it as a choice right – as one that exists whenever a majority of citizens residing in a given portion 

of the state choose to have their own state there (Altman and Wellman 2009; Philpott 1995; Beran 1998; 

Wellman 2005). This last fact holds true regardless of whether or not they share any common characteristics 

(ascriptive or otherwise) besides the desire for independence (Copp 1997). The appeal of these theories, to 

be sure, is that they appear to make the determination of boundaries a matter of majority rule. 

What is more, Plebiscitary Theories add another necessary condition for secession – the State 

Viability Requirement, which dictates that both the seceding unit and remainder state must be able 

adequately to perform basic functions that justify or legitimize states in the first place (Altman and Wellman 

2008). Plebiscitary Theories ground their justifications for democratic governance in one of two arguments: 

the basic moral equality of persons or the instrumental value of democracy. In terms of the former, the idea 

is that this requires people to have an equal say in decisions that determine the basic character of the polity, 
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thus making democracy an intrinsically valuable thing. The latter claim about the value of democracy 

instead holds that democratic governance will promote important dimensions of the well-being of citizens, 

so this well-being is best served when they are allowed to express their preferences via democratic voting.  

2.2 Just Cause Theories 

The final class of theoretical accounts pertaining to self-determination and secession is the Just Cause one 

(Buchanan 1991; 1995; 2004; 2007; Stilz 2015). As its name might suggest, this type of theory treats the 

right to secede not as a primary right de facto ascribed to certain groups, but rather as a remedial right 

that is conditional upon having suffered a grave injustice (Brilmayer 1991; Norman 1998). Just Cause 

Theories therefore deny that nations as such have a unilateral right to secede, reserving this last one only 

for cases where said right is necessary to remedy an injustice (prior occupation and seizure of territory, 

serious human rights violations, or discriminatory justice). More importantly, these theories ground the 

right to self-determination within the “generally accepted” framework of human rights (Buchanan 1991, 45). 

2.2.1 Two-Conditions Theories 

Although the literature to date has not established distinct sub-types of Just Cause Theories equivalent to 

the Ascriptivist/Plebiscitary division of Primary Right accounts, for operational purposes it is useful to 

conceive of them as being twofold. The first and most basic type of Just Cause Theories are those that 

identify two – and only two – conditions under which secession can be justified: (1) when the state has 

committed mass violations of the basic human rights of individuals, or (2) when the territory seeking 

secession was originally brought under the state’s jurisdiction by way of unjust annexation (Buchanan 1991; 

1995). Of course, there are many cases which satisfy both conditions, since unjust annexations are usually 

followed by a repression of human rights for the individuals in the annexed territory.3 But it is worth 

                                            

 

3 This was particularly true of formerly colonized countries, for instance. 
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emphasizing that the first type of Just Cause Theories merely requires that one of these conditions be 

satisfied to justify unilateral secession. Call these Two-Conditions theories of self-determination.  

The most well-known account of this first type is perhaps the Remedial Right Only Theory in its 

original formulation (Buchanan 1991).4 According to this text, the basis of the secessionists’ claim under 

the unjust annexation condition is that they are simply reclaiming what was recognized by international 

law as theirs, while the rights-violation condition implies that the validity of a state’s claim to territory 

cannot be sustained when secession is the only remedy that can assure that the fundamental rights of the 

group be respected. The appeal of this explanation, then, is that it provides some insight into how the state 

can come to lose its entitlement to territory: by failing to do what gives it a moral claim to control territory 

in the first place – providing justice for those within its jurisdiction.  

2.2.2 Less-Stringent Theories 

Building on these earlier Just Cause accounts, later works in this tradition have included one or more 

additional condition(s) in which secession can be morally justified besides those of rights violations and 

unjust annexation. This second type of Just Cause theory is therefore noticeably less minimal, or less 

demanding of the injustice that leads groups to demand territorial independence, and is characterized by 

an identification of more than two conditions in which unilateral secession is morally justified. Call these 

Less-Stringent Theories.  

Examples in this more recent vein include the modified Remedial Right Only Theory (Buchanan 

2004) and the Associative Theory (Stilz 2015). In terms of the former, Buchanan (2004) introduces the 

additional conditions of (3) state violations of intrastate autonomy agreements and (4) discriminatory 

                                            

 

4 I include the “original formulation” qualification of Buchanan’s theory because, as we will see, his later works modified 
said theory to include additional conditions, and thus would not constitute a Just Cause theory of the Two-Condition 
type.  
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redistribution structures which likewise give rise to a morally justified right to secede. With regards to the 

latter, Stilz (2015, 19) pinpoints a third scenario in which territorially concentrated subgroups have a pro 

tanto claim to secession, namely (3) “when [they] cannot be brought to affirm their state”. With these 

various theories in mind, we can now turn to discussing their main lacunae, from which I subsequently 

derive my own account that remedies them. 

3. Three Problems with Self-Determination Scholarship 
A successful account of the principle of self-determination needs to include three distinct elements: (1) a 

justification element that explains whether and why there is a moral right to self-determination in the first 

place; (2) an eligibility element that points to which individuals or what groups have a right to exercise 

said right and when; and (3) a resolution element that explains how morally justified claims to self-

determination by groups or individuals that possess said right can be resolved. Correspondingly, there are 

also three persistent problems that are found across the self-determination scholarship, each of which 

pertains to one of the aforementioned elements.  

3.1 The Justification Issue 

The first common in all theories of self-determination concerns the justification element – the account they 

provide for whether and why there exists a moral right to self-determination in the first place. Concretely, 

what is missing from the Primary Right Theories is a grounding in a robust theory of territorial rights that 

might explain, for instance, why the majority of citizens in a region have territorial claims over the region 

and the remainder do not, according to Plebiscitary Theories.  

Though Just Cause Theories do provide such a background to their views, they suffer from a related 

argumentative problem, whereby their interpretation of rights is fundamentally individual but the right to 

secession or self-determination is something ascribed to groups, with no explanation of the concrete link 

between the two. Thus, future theories of either kind would do well to both integrate their view in a broader 
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theory of territorial rights and what gives states claims to pieces of land, as well as to concretely explain 

the link between their views on individual versus group rights and how they view the right to self-

determination.  

3.2 The Eligibility Issue 

A second problem with the existing accounts of self-determination is that, when determining which 

individuals or groups might be eligible for rights to self-determination, they by and large only consider clear-

cut cases that don’t capture the complexity of reality. The problematic aspect here is that if we only focus 

on simple cases, though our intuition may be stronger (Stilz 2015), we arrive at a theory that is intuitively 

powerful and morally right but does not capture the parameters and characteristics of today’s claimants to 

self-determination. It follows that probing our moral intuitions about quite different phenomena in which 

the institutional and historical context of injustice is quite different will not be a reliable guide to 

understanding the nature of a right to self-determination as it exists in the world today, including the 

individuals or groups who have a claim to it.  

One notable exception to this rule are the various works by Buchanan, which try to couch a moral 

theory of secession in the international institutions and legal principles of our current order. Yet these texts 

arguably suffer from the opposite problem – focusing excessively on what is rather than what should be. 

Buchanan goes so far as to say that “whether a particular account of the right to secede is defensible will 

depend upon whether embodying its principles in the international legal order would, all things considered, 

promote the [current] goals of the system” (1991, 215), while it is not a generally accepted fact that said 

goals are desirable or even permissible from a moral perspective.5 Similarly, at several junctures in his text 

                                            

 

5 For example, realist IR scholars would dispute that international legal principles are anything other than ‘power 
politics’, and many Latin American countries reject the international order as being a way for the West to impose its 
views on less powerful countries. This is not to say that these perspectives might not be wrong, because they may well 
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he rejects possible claims to secession on the grounds that we don’t have the requisite institutions in the 

world today. This last point arguably says more about the quality of our international legal order than it 

does about the intrinsic morality or theoretical validity of the claim itself.  

Considering that the international system has no supranational way of enforcing its rules or to 

ensure its justice – Buchanan himself admits that the United States violates principle after principle and 

weakens the system overall – there does not appear to be an immediately obvious case for grounding theory 

so strongly in the morality of international law today. This is not to say that one should abandon Buchanan’s 

objective of bridging the gap between excessively ideal theory and “our non-ideal situation” (1995, 61), but 

rather that a more mixed approach might be more successful – starting by proposing an “ideal” argument 

about secession or self-determination that is theoretically powerful, and later complementing said theory 

with a discussion of “non-ideal” applications or institutional arrangements that pertain to “the residents of 

this world” (Buchanan 1995. 61). 

3.3 The Resolution Issue 

A final difficulty raised by the existing theories is their conflation of secession and self-determination when 

it comes to resolving the injustice at hand. Secession is not equivalent to self-determination, but rather 

constitutes most extreme form of self-determination. While the principle of self-determination originally 

referred to colonized groups, moreover, and thus established a remedial right to re-drawing state boundaries 

and jurisdictions, the equivalency between the two – the right to self-determination and the remedy via 

secession – was contingent upon the gravity of the injustice suffered by the colonized entities.  

                                            

 

be, but rather my point is that the benevolence and desirability of the international legal order need to be argued and 
not assumed.  
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In terms of the three theories, for instance, colonized groups would qualify for the right of self-

determination in every case: their human rights were violated by the state (Just Cause Theories), they did 

not democratically choose to be a part of that state (Plebiscitary Theories), nor did they feel a national 

identity in common with their colonizers (Ascriptivist Theories). Yet, if we think about modern day cases 

– from Quebecois, to Kurds, to Flems, Catalans, and Scots – these would merely qualify for the right to 

secession on the Ascriptivist criterion of a distinct identity to the rest of the state. Thus, it is likely that 

these present cases of our time don’t qualify for complete unilateral secession (though a negotiated one with 

the home state would theoretically be acceptable), but rather have certain lesser forms of self-determination 

available to secure themselves a greater autonomy. A task for new theories is therefore to consider whether 

today’s cases would qualify for secession on their criteria or not, and if not, what lesser forms of self-

determination are available to them. 

4. Putting the Pieces Together: Two Deeper Limitations 
When we put these three problems together, moreover, two further limitations of the existing 

accounts become immediately apparent. The first of these is an apparent lack of concern for the distribution 

of benefits or burdens among different groups in society: all theories either assume that the aggregate is 

distributed equally among all the individuals that voted a certain way, or that the specific distribution does 

not matter. This belies important distributive justice considerations that also need to be taken into account 

in theories of secession and self-determination.  

Consider the following hypothetical example: in some given secession referendum there are two 

groups (A and B) who voted in favor, and two groups (C and D) who voted against. However, while group 

C are relatively wealthy individuals and thus don’t have that much to lose from becoming an independent 

state, let group D be part of the low-income class that relies extensively on the aid provided by the state 

at large and thus could suffer greatly in the ‘secession’ outcome. The following table depicts the payoffs for 

each group by outcome. 
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Table 1: Secession Payoffs by Group 

 

 

 

As we can see, under the ‘secession’ outcome, group D would be disproportionately hurt by the secession 

more than any one group will benefit from it, and more than any group would be hurt or benefited by 

choosing to remain within the larger state. However, if we only look at the aggregate levels of those who 

vote no and those who vote yes in each case, it would misleadingly appear that the cost/benefit is the same. 

Even if one doesn’t agree that this alone warrants a rejection of secession in the case just mentioned, it at 

least raises the question of the distributive aspect of secession and self-determination claims, which previous 

theories have overlooked. As Catala (2017) remarks, works to date have considered the question of a right 

to secession in the first place, but debates on secession have failed to take into account the distributive 

justice issues that seceding states leave behind in the older states they abandon.  

In a world that already has structural injustices and in which states guarantee the individual rights 

of citizens within its territorial jurisdiction, there is certainly something to be said about taking into account 

the potential distributive consequences in this regard – particularly when they will disproportionately hurt 

a particular group or collection of individuals. Existing approaches would largely be strengthened by taking 

into account what Jeremy Waldron calls “the difficulties with distribution” (2003, 391). And both of these 

issues are problematic for the literature is because of the anarchic nature of the international order, which 

 Secession No Secession 

Voted Yes 

Group A +10 -10 

Group B +10 -10 

Voted No 

Group C -1 +10 

Group D -19 +10 
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entails the absence of an international body that might be able to supervise referenda (Altman and Wellman 

2008).  

The second broader issue that arises in the existing works is that none of them can protect the 

democratic order from the threat posed by secession on economic grounds. To be sure, by this term I mean 

the act of taking a part of the territory of another state under one’s own jurisdiction for the sole purpose of 

not having to pay one’s fair share in taxes to the state or to the worse-off in our society. Far from frowning 

upon said strategy, Buchanan (2004, 245-246) even includes the “discriminatory redistribution” in his theory 

as one of the four conditions in which secession is morally justified. Per his definition, this denotes the 

situation where a state is imposing economic policies that work to a group’s disadvantage while benefitting 

others in a morally arbitrary way. A clear example Buchanan cites of this is when a state imposes higher 

taxes on one group while spending less of its budget on it too.  

That is, regardless of what the status quo levels of income inequality were, Buchanan seems to 

think that the mere act of taxing some groups more than others in proportion to what they get back is 

sufficient reason for unilateral secession. As he puts it: “by pursuing policies that systematically discriminate 

against a group in the distribution of wealth, the state is violating a fundamental condition of legitimacy, 

failing to function as an institutional structure for mutual benefit under the requirement of equal regard for 

persons” (Buchanan 2004, 245).  

Yet it is not necessarily true that having an equal regard for persons must necessarily translate into 

taxing each territorial region at the same rate, or to spending on groups in proportion to how highly they 

are taxed. The very concept of redistribution of income in a federal state is based on the idea that 

contribution levels increase individuals accumulate more and more wealth (Christiano 2015). To use an 

extreme example, a person earning $1,000,000 annually would not expect to pay the same amount in federal 

taxes as a different person earning $100 – the status quo is one of vast economic inequality, and if the state 

is concerned with our justice then taxation should involve redistribution, taking more from the person who 
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earns $1,000,000 and giving back more to the person who earns $100. It would seem rather strange to call 

this practice discriminatory or unequal, if anything, it seems like the egalitarian thing to do. So, it is in no 

way clear why the state doing this to territorially concentrated groups can be said to constitute a “grave 

injustice” worthy of unilateral secession.  

More importantly, one would be hard-pressed to find a reasonably sized state (that is, excluding 

city-states like Vatican City or slightly larger ones) that has absolutely no redistributive mechanisms and 

contributes back to each region the exact same proportion that said region pays – nor is this necessarily 

desirable, as we shall see. Even in the United States, one of the least redistributive states in the West, the 

state of Delaware receives $0.31 back for every dollar paid in federal taxes, whereas New Mexico receives 

$2.19 and Mississippi receives $2.46 per dollar, respectively. Similarly, the percentage of each state’s total 

revenue that comes from federal funding ranges from about 20% in the least dependent states to over 50% 

in the most dependent, with a clear negative correlation such that the states receiving the most funding are 

the poorest and the ones that contribute least in taxes, while those receiving the lowest amount of 

government aid are those that are wealthiest and contribute most in taxes. By Buchanan’s rule then, New 

Jersey, Delaware, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, and any other “net contributors” all have a right 

to secede from the rest of the United States.  

Even though Just Cause theories are the only ones that explicitly endorse the non-redistributive 

claim to secession when it is made openly, Primary Right theories don’t effectively preclude this option 

either. Indeed, it is because groups simultaneously appeal to the notion of cultural identity and of democratic 

preferences as well as that of economic justifications that these last ones are made powerful. That is, if it 

weren’t for the national and democratic argumentative appeal, then the economic argument on its own 

would not have permitted sufficient popular traction.  Yet by allowing for the economic motives to be 

precluded behind claims of democratic sovereignty and of ascriptive characteristics of culture, they do not 
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seem as suspect. A final objective for future theories is therefore to incorporate dimensions of distributive 

justice into their account.  

5. Grounds for a New Theory of Self-Determination 
To begin remedying these shortcomings in existing accounts, in what follows I propose my own original 

theory of self-determination which is based on the idea of rights to territorial jurisdiction. The following 

theory is fundamentally liberal, in the sense that it understands individuals as the highest moral entity, and 

therefore is centered around individual rights as opposed to those of groups (Freeman 1999). However, my 

theory does not purport that group rights do not exist at all, it merely assumes that these rights are not 

held by groups as separate entities in and of themselves. Instead, I understand group rights to denote rights 

that are jointly held by a set of individuals, rights which each individual in said set would not have on his 

or her own.  

In this way, my view is distinct from both purely liberal ones that see group rights as a mere 

aggregation of individual ones, and from purely communitarian views that don’t treat individuals as having 

a higher moral standing than groups. To summarize: I do agree that group rights exist, contrary to what 

pure liberal views suggest, but I take group rights to be their right (i.e. belonging to the individuals in the 

group), not its right (belonging to the group as an inanimate entity).  

All this being so, what gives states a rightful claim to a certain territory? On this question, I take 

a functionalist view like that of Buchanan or Stilz, whereby governments have a morally mandatory task 

vis-à-vis each individual citizen under their jurisdiction, a duty that requires reasonably robust rights of 

territorial control over the piece of land in which it is to be done, in order for states to function in its 

fulfillment. 

Because the individual is the highest moral entity and thus the actor whose rights should be 

prioritized, a Sidgwickian or utilitarian task of maximizing the overall good results is unappealing for our 
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intents and purposes. Instead, a Kantian version of functionalism proves to be more relevant, whereby the 

morally mandatory task required of the state is to do justice vis-à-vis each individual citizen. This particular 

task of doing justice as I understand it is therefore twofold in nature, going beyond the extent of prior 

works’ interpretation. First, states must ensure that the basic liberties and securities of each individual 

citizen in their jurisdiction are enforceable and protected. Second, states must ensure that citizens have the 

means required to live a minimally decent life, which in turn means ensuring that there are just 

(re)distributive structures in place and each territorial region enjoys a certain amount of economic wealth. 

When the state fails in fulfilling either of these two responsibilities to its citizens, then it loses its legitimate 

claim to the territory in which those citizens live, and the only way of restoring the justice of its inhabitants 

is by secession.  

6. Ideal Theory: On Unilateral Secession 
Having demonstrated that there is indeed a moral right to self-determination and secession in the modern 

world, we can now derive the principal pillars of my theory. Following Birch (1985) I identify three concrete 

conditions, of which one or more would have to hold true for claims to secession to be justifiable. The first 

condition is that the region was included in the current state by force (what Buchanan (2004) called “unjust 

annexation”), and its people have displayed a continuing refusal to give full consent to the union or its 

institutions. To be sure, this refraining from consent does not have to look like an active protest, since it is 

evident that this would never be seen in, say, cases of colonization. However, there does have to have been 

some history of reservations about the union with the larger state that are clearly palpable or have been 

publically displayed (Birch 1985, 599). One point to be made here is that the forceful annexation condition 

just mentioned is the only one in which the secessionists and their territory did not become part of the 

larger state voluntarily. In all the remaining conditions henceforth, the assumption is that at some point in 

history the seceding state and the remaining state voluntarily joined their territories and became one single 

state.  
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The second condition draws on the task of the state to safeguard the rights and liberties and security 

of the citizens residing within its territorial jurisdiction. Specifically, secession can also be justified if the 

national government has failed in a serious way to protect the basic rights and security of the citizens of 

the region. This failure must either be continuing or, if not continuing, so drastic that a reasonable person 

in the region could expect to feel fearful for his continuing security and freedom (Birch 1985, 599).  

The third and final condition is what constitutes the bulk of my original contribution. According 

to this condition, secession can also be morally justified if the government has failed to safeguard the 

legitimate economic wellbeing of the region, either because the representative process is biased against the 

region or because the executive authorities contrive to ignore the results of this process. More concretely, 

there must be a relative deprivation for the region vis-à-vis the rest of the country, and it must be possible 

that politicians in power can realistically be held responsible. To put the same point differently, there has 

to be systematic distortion of what could be expected to be the normal pattern of democratic influence, 

either through peculiarities of the representative process or as the result of manipulations by national leaders 

and said distortion must be working to the unique disadvantage and deprivation of the region.  

This third condition differs from Buchanan’s “discriminatory redistribution” (2004, 245-246) in that 

it does not just look at whether a region contributes more or less in taxes than the state invests in it in 

return. Recall that one of the state’s morally required tasks is to ensure a system of distributive justice is 

in place so that no one within its territorial borders is left in need. Since I take this to be so, the mere fact 

that wealthier regions contribute higher percentages of their revenues to the state than they get back does 

not warrant unilateral secession by my theory – the state is fulfilling its redistributive duty, so it has not 

lost its legitimate claim to the territory of wealthier regions.  

Just like the wealthiest members of society must pay more in taxes than they get in social security 

benefits, so the citizens concentrated in territorial regions that are better off economically will have to pay 

a higher share of their collective income to the “have not” regions of the state. Where my third condition 
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warrants unilateral secession, then, is in situations where the region in question is not the wealthiest but 

the poorest, so practices of unusually high taxation and the like are violating, not fulfilling, the state’s 

redistributive obligations, making the ‘have nots’ worse off rather than better off. It is here that the key 

distinction between my account and that of other Less-Limited Theories is found – my theory permits for 

secession in the gravest cases of injustice (economic deprivation) while still protecting against the 

aforementioned threat of economic-based secession. 

A final clarification is in order regarding the link between my conception of rights as belonging to 

individuals and my assessment that there is such a thing as a morally justified right to collective self-

determination and secession. It is because I defined group rights as belonging to sets of individuals by virtue 

of their being in that set that rights to secession can be called group rights according to my theory. Insofar 

as these rights are held by a multiplicity of individuals in a particular territorial region where the state has 

failed its morally mandatory task of doing justice, they become one such group of individuals with a remedial 

right to unilateral secession, thus forging the link between the two conceptions.  

7. Non-Ideal Theory: On Self-Determination 
To recapitulate, there are three sets of individuals who might be entitled to a morally justified right to 

secession: (1) those residing in a territory that was originally included into a state’s territory by annexation, 

(2) those whose basic liberties and security are massively and consistently violated by the state, and (3) 

those whose region has been discriminately deprived of economic wellbeing, provided that in each case they 

fulfill the conditions listed above. Yet just because these are the only types of individuals holding rights of 

secession does not mean that they are the only holders of rights to self-determination. As clarified earlier, 

secession is but one type of self-determination, namely, the most extreme type, and is thus reserved for the 

most extreme forms of injustice. But there are other, lesser forms of self-determination that different 

individuals are entitled to. Figure 2 summarizes three other possibilities for self-determination besides 

unilateral secession, in order from least extreme (left) to most extreme (right). 
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Figure 2: Options for Self-Determination 

 

 

Falling short of the requirements necessary for unilateral secession to be justified, secessionists have a 

number of other options to increase their degree of self-determination or autonomy without disrupting the 

territorial continuity and wellbeing of the rest of the state. One such option is for the regional government 

to increase its international representation abroad via delegations in major cities or to be authorized for 

conducting separate trade missions in addition to those of the federal government. Likewise, international 

organizations like UNESCO or the UN education branches might be willing to accept such regions as 

members of their own right.6 More broadly, the contours of a moral right to self-determination will also 

crucially depend on the institutional resources available outside the state for protecting the interests of 

individuals. If international organizations can provide support for regional participation in them short of 

full independence -- for instance, groups that can significantly benefit from these arrangements do not -- 

have the right to secede. 

 A second option is to seek additional intrastate autonomy with the federal government. For 

example, many of the current cases of distinct territories – Scotland, Flanders, Catalonia, and so on – have 

substantial policy powers at the regional level. In a particularly extensive example, Scotland’s parliament 

                                            

 

6 These two organizations have actually done so with the region of Quebec in Canada.  
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has control over decisions concerning agriculture, health, education, transport, local government, law, social 

work, housing, tourism, economic development, sport, and arts. Of course, certain powers will always have 

to be reserved for the national parliamentary level, such as immigration and foreign policy issues. But in 

today’s context, it is not unreasonable to claim that lesser forms of self-determination like these are 

preferable to full secession in the sense that they provide the autonomy advantages to the territory seeking 

independence without imposing the associated costs on distributive justice involved in cases of secession 

(Jewkes 2014).  

 However, intrastate autonomy is a double-edged sword, and should thus take care to leave room 

for some meaningful common ground between the groups of citizens inside the territory versus those outside 

of its borders (i.e. in the larger state). One example of such a common ground, for instance, might be to 

require all schools to teach a course in national history (taught in the national language) until students are 

of a certain age. Similarly, linguistic attachments are the strongest determinants of identity, so in order to 

foster unity via a more bottom-up approach in states where the region demanding secession speaks a 

different language, is to give educational autonomy but nonetheless require that X class hours per week are 

taught in the national language. It follows that, while increased intrastate autonomy may appease 

secessionists in the short run, in the long run it may even exacerbate their feeling of disconnect with the 

rest of the nation if not accompanied by active strategies to promote unity like the two educational ones 

just outlined.  

 A third and final option that states could pursue instead of full secession is what I call “sovereignty 

with financial obligations,” which helps remedy the problem of distributive justice and financial scarcity. 

Assuming that the territory seeking independence entered the larger state through a voluntary agreement 

and not forceful annexation – as is the case with most of today’s examples – and there are no escape clauses 

in said agreement, then seceding from the state at large is essentially equivalent to terminating a contract 

early: if it is done, the individual terminating the contract is still held liable financially for the agreed upon 
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contributions. The same can be applied to cases of secession. If a region truly insists on unilaterally seceding 

in cases where the state had not lost its legitimate claim over the territory, then they can be held financially 

liable for their fair share of contributions to the national budget, in addition to a fee for the cost of the 

territory being appropriated.  

The reasoning here is that the secession of a prosperous region is not only unjustified morally but 

also has negative consequences for the redistributive scheme of the established state (Dietrich 2014). As a 

result, the capacity of state welfare systems to support inhabitants of poorer regions is substantially reduced, 

and the state fulfillment of its moral task vis-à-vis the remaining inhabitants is significantly hindered.  

The seceding group thus has significant distributive justice duties towards the remainder group, to 

be fulfilled by monetary payments that might help the state sustain itself until the welfare structures and 

other redistributive mechanisms have been adjusted to cope with the sudden losses incurred as a result of 

the secession. This is particularly true in cases where there is national debt to be repaid to an international 

organization or foreign entity. For example, Catalonia also had one of the largest deficits of any region in 

Spain during the financial crisis of 2008-2011, substantially increasing the amount of financial loans that 

the country as a whole had to request from the European Central Bank.  

As with any loan, these ‘rescue’ payments came with plenty of strings attached – healthcare cuts, 

job cuts, education cuts, and salary cuts for public workers, to name a few. Considering that all of Spain 

had to incur that cost – youth unemployment in the southern regions is still over 50% due to budget cuts 

– there is something morally disturbing about the fact that Catalans would want to secede and be absolved 

of any economic debt Spain might have.  

It follows that, save in the three conditions where unilateral secession is warranted, secessionists 

cannot be financially independent from the state they are leaving behind, at least not for some time. Hence, 

the best they can do is this option of sovereignty with financial obligations remaining, and if it truly is a 

question of having a ‘distinct identity’ that moves the secessionists to demand independence, as opposed to 
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these claims being a cover-up for purely financial motivations, then they should not have a problem with 

accepting the arrangement just proposed. Indeed, this is what makes my sovereignty with financial 

obligations option interesting – it can act as a test of whether the group’s motivations for secession are 

actually grievances or purely financially oriented.  

8. Conclusion 
In short, the apparent controversy surrounding recent secessionist movements – especially viewed against 

the backdrop of a universally accepted right to self-determination in history – raises the challenge of devising 

a theoretical framework that can help us both understand these movements and assess the validity of their 

demands. Though prior works on the subject exist, they suffer from five major issues, most importantly a 

lack of consideration for the distributive element of “doing justice”. By better incorporating this last one 

into a new theory of self-determination that looks beyond pure secession, my account offers a new and 

dynamic approach to territorial rights, distributive justice, and self-interested challengers of our current 

order. 
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